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The content of general practice
consultations:
cross-sectional study based on video recordings
Abstract
Background

Demographic and policy changes appear to be
increasing the complexity of consultations in
general practice.

Aim

To describe the number and types of problems
discussed in general practice consultations,
differences between problems raised by
patients or doctors, and between problems
discussed and recorded in medical records.

Design and setting

Cross-sectional study based on video
recordings of consultations in 22 general
practices in Bristol and North Somerset.

Method

Consultations were examined between 30
representative GPs and adults making a
pre-booked day-time appointment. The main
outcome measures were number and types
of problems and issues discussed; who raised
each problem/issue; consultation duration;
whether problems were recorded and coded.

Results

Of 318 eligible patients, 229 (72.0%)
participated. On average, 2.5 (95% CI = 2.3
to 2.6) problems were discussed in each
consultation, with 41% of consultations
involving at least three problems. Seventy-two
per cent (165/229) of consultations included
problems in multiple disease areas. Mean
consultation duration was 11.9 minutes (95%
CI = 11.2 to 12.6). Most problems discussed
were raised by patients, but 43% (99/229) of
consultations included problems raised by
doctors. Consultation duration increased by
2 minutes per additional problem. Of 562
problems discussed, 81% (n = 455) were
recorded in notes, but only 37% (n = 206) were
Read Coded.

Conclusion

Consultations in general practice are complex
encounters, dealing with multiple problems
across a wide range of disease areas in a short
time. Additional problems are dealt with very
briefly. GPs, like patients, bring an agenda to
consultations. There is systematic bias in the
types of problems coded in electronic medical
records databases.
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INTRODUCTION
General practice in most countries has
been based historically on providing
short consultations to provide accessible
treatment for common health problems,
while identifying patients with serious
problems requiring specialist referral.
Several trends are challenging this
approach. The ageing population and
the shift of work from hospitals into the
community mean that the main role of
general practice is now managing chronic
conditions.1 To improve quality of care,
managing chronic conditions has become
highly structured, based on evidence-based
guidelines, with adherence incentivised
through pay-for-performance schemes.2
However, most patients consulting in
general practice have multiple coexisting
chronic conditions, or multimorbidity,3
which means that a large number of
guidelines and incentivised actions could
apply to each patient encountered in typical
consultations.4,5
These trends are likely to have an
impact on the content and complexity of
general practice consultations. Clinicians
may be expected to undertake screening,
health promotion, and chronic disease
management alongside responding to the
patient’s presenting complaints.6 Given that
each patient may have multiple chronic
conditions, typical consultations may
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require consideration of a wide range of
problems, some raised by the patient and
some by the doctor. It can be impossible
to adequately deal with all these problems
within a short time-limited consultation, so
prioritisation is sometimes necessary.7
There is a long history of research to
describe the clinical content of general
practice, for example the national morbidity
studies in the UK8, the BEACH study in
Australia,9 and the CONTENT project in
Germany10. However, fewer studies have
explored the number of different problems
dealt with at each consultation. Most
of these have been based on analysis
of medical records or encounter forms
completed by GPs11–14 (an approach which
assumes that doctor’s records capture
the full content of consultations), whereas
those based on direct observation or video
recordings15–18 have been limited in scope
and have had methodological limitations,
in particular providing little information
about the reliability of the process of
coding consultations. Furthermore,
since this research was conducted there
have been major changes that are likely
to have increased the complexity of
consultations, including new models of
chronic disease management, the use
of guidelines, introduction of pay-forperformance schemes, and developments
in computerised record systems which
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How this fits in
GPs are expected to address an everincreasing number of issues within each
time-limited consultation. In this study, the
average consultation included discussion of
2.5 different problems across a wide range
of disease areas in less than 12 minutes,
with each additional problem being
discussed in just 2 minutes. Doctors raised
problems, in addition to those presented
by patients, in 43% of consultations. Only
37% of problems were coded in electronic
medical records, raising concerns about
the validity of some epidemiological
studies based on general practice records
databases.

prompt doctors to raise additional problems.
Understanding the content of primary
care consultations through observation is
also relevant to epidemiological studies
using databases based on extraction of
routine data from electronic general
practice records. The validity of these
studies is dependent on the extent to which
the medical record reflects the full range of
problems discussed in consultations.
The aims of this research were to
describe the number and types of problems
discussed in primary care consultations,
the differences between problems raised
by patients or by doctors, and how these
variables were related to characteristics
of patients and doctors. Differences
between the number and types of problems
discussed in consultations and recorded
in electronic medical records were also
explored.
METHOD
Design
This was a cross-sectional study based on
video recordings of sequential consultations
with a sample of GPs, analysed
retrospectively using a pre-tested proforma.
Setting
The study was conducted among 30 GPs
from 22 practices around Bristol and
North Somerset, which includes urban,
suburban, and rural areas. Consultations
were recorded between October 2010 and
June 2011.
Selection and recruiting GPs and patients
A purposeful approach was used to recruit
general practices that represented affluent,
average, and deprived areas, using tertiles
based on their postcodes mapped to the
Index of Multiple Deprivation.19 From

practices that agreed to participate, GPs
were purposefully selected to include a
range in terms of sex, age-group, and years
since qualification. GPs were excluded who
provided fewer than 6 hours a week of daytime appointments and also GPs in training.
Patients were eligible for inclusion if
they were aged ≥18 years, attended a prebooked appointment between 8 am and
8 pm, and gave informed consent. Patients
were excluded if they were unable to give
informed consent, indicated before the
consultation that they wished to discuss a
third party, or did not speak English. Data
on all eligible patients were collected during
one half-day surgery session for each
participating GP. Patients were given brief
information about the study by telephone
when they booked their appointment, and
invited to give informed consent when they
arrived.
Analysis of content of consultations
Prior to the main study, 13 consultations
with two different GPs were video recorded
and used to develop a proforma for the
analysis of content of consultations. This
proforma recorded data about the length
of consultations (measured using a stop
watch), whether the patient or practice
initiated the consultation, and details of
each ‘problem’ and ‘issue’ dealt with in
the consultation. Following Flocke et al,15
‘problems’ were defined as a topic requiring
the GP to make a decision or diagnosis,
to provide treatment, or to undertake
monitoring or administration. Each
problem identified was coded using the
International Classification of Primary Care
(ICPC-2), which comprises 726 codes within
17 chapters representing bodily systems/
topic areas such as musculoskeletal or
circulatory conditions.20
Within each ‘problem’, the different
‘issues’ or topics raised were recorded
and coded into one or more of 10 issue
categories, such as physical symptoms
or medication-related activities (Appendix
1). Each problem had at least one issue
and each issue could be of more than
one type. For example a patient with
depression might discuss their mood, some
side-effects from their antidepressant
medication, and problems this was causing
with their work. This would be coded as one
problem, with three issues: psychological/
emotional, medication-related, and social.
It was recorded whether the patient, GP, or
a third party first raised each problem and
each issue.
The proforma used to code consultations
was developed using the pilot data. It
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proved difficult to determine when one
problem ended and another began, so
the proforma was developed over several
iterations, repeatedly refining definitions
and an operational protocol to develop a
sufficiently reliable measurement tool. The
inter-rater reliability of the final version of
the proforma was tested by two researchers
independently coding 60 randomly selected
consultations. Intraclass correlation
coefficients for inter-rater reliability for the
number of problems in a consultation, and
for agreement about ICPC coding and issue
types, were 0.93, 0.85 and 0.80 respectively.
Data sources and measurement
Information about the doctors’ sex, ethnicity,
and number of years qualified was obtained
using a questionnaire. Data were obtained
from practice appointment records about the
age and sex of each patient booked to attend
a designated surgery session. Information
about ethnicity (white or other) was based on
direct observation by the researcher.

A video camera was set up in each
GP’s consulting room, operated by the
GP using a remote control, recording only
patients who had consented. GPs’ records
of consultations were extracted from
the practice computer system after the
surgery session. Two researchers used
the proforma to independently code 60
randomly selected consultations from the
video recordings, and (having established
the validity of the process) one researcher
coded the remaining consultations.
Problems identified from the video recorded
consultations were compared with those
entered by the GP in the medical records,
collecting data about whether each problem
was entered in free-text and also whether it
was coded using Read Codes.
Sample size
Assuming 15 patients were booked for each
surgery session, that 10% failed to attend,
15% were ineligible, and 30% declined to
participate, then 30 participating GPs would

Number of practices invited to participate
n = 46
Declined
n = 24
Number of practices recruited
n = 22

Number of GPs recruited
n = 30

Number of appointments
n = 357
Excluded:
<18 years (n = 29)
Non-attending (n = 10)
Eligible patients
n = 318
Eligible adults declining participation
(n = 88)
Number of consenting participants
n = 230
(Consent rate 72.3%)n = 230
Not videoed n = 1
(Recording failed due to technical
problems)
n = 229

Figure 1. Flow of patients through the study.
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Table 1. Characteristics of patient sample
Consenting
N = 230

Non-consenting
N = 88

n

%

n

%

Age, years
18–34
35–54
55–74
≥75

c2 = 1.799; df = 3; P = 0.62
34
67
78
51

14.8
29.1
33.9
22.2

15
28
23
22

17.0
31.8
26.1
25.0

Sex
Male
Female

c2 = 2.32; df = 2; P = 0.13
100
130

43.5
56.5

30
58

34.1
65.9

221
8

96.5
3.5

b

Patients

Ethnicitya
White
Other

b

Missing data on ethnicity for one patient. Not recorded. df = degrees of freedom.

a

b

provide 240 consultations for analysis.
Allowing for clustering by GP (assuming
an intra-cluster correlation coefficient of
0.05), this sample size allowed estimates of
proportions within 95% confidence intervals
(CI) of ±7.4%, with smaller CI for proportions
further from 50%.
Statistical methods
Descriptive statistics were used to describe
the number and types of problems and
issues discussed in consultations. Linear
regression analysis was used to explore
the relationship between the number of
problems discussed and the length of

Figure 2. Number of problems discussed in each
consultation. Figures are percentages of all
consultations ( n = 229).
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consultations. Investigation of the types of
problems and issues raised by patients
and GPs used two-level logit models,
treating issues and problems as clustered
within GPs (as a random effect) and using
robust estimates of variance to account for
intermediate clustering within patients.21
The same analysis approach was used to
describe whether problems observed in
consultations were recorded and coded in
the records. All analyses were conducted
using Stata (version 12).
RESULTS
Characteristics of sample
Practices and GPs. The 22 practices
participating in the study were evenly
balanced between affluent (n = 7), average
(n = 7), and deprived (n = 8) areas. There
were no differences between practices that
agreed or declined to participate in terms of
mean list size or deprivation. Fifteen male
and 15 female GPs were recruited, all but
one of whom was of white ethnicity. Doctors
had been qualified as a GP for a mean of
18.1 years (standard deviation 8.3; range
1–32 years).

Patient sample. Flow of patients through
the study is shown in Figure 1. From 357
pre-booked appointments, 318 patients
were eligible to take part, 230 (72.3%)
agreed to participate and 229 were video
recorded. There were no differences in sex
or age-group between those who agreed or
declined to participate (Table 1).
Problems
Within the 229 videoed consultations, a total
of 564 problems were identified, an average
of 2.5 problems in each appointment (95%
CI = 2.3 to 2.6; median 2; range 1–8).
More than three-quarters (76.4% [175/229])
of consultations included discussion of
more than one problem and 41.5% (n = 55)
of consultations included at least three
different problems (Figure 2). The number
of problems discussed was positively
associated with increasing patient age, but
no strong independent associations with
other patient or GP characteristics were
found (Table 2).
The mean duration of consultations was
11.9 minutes (95% CI = 11.2 to 12.6; SD
5.4; range 2.0–30.8 minutes). There was a
positive association between the number of
problems discussed and the mean length
of consultations. The Lowess line22 (akin
to a weighted moving average) in Figure
3 suggests that this relationship is quite
linear, at least up to six problems, with
the length of consultations increasing by
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Table 2. Number of problems in relation to practice, patient and
doctor characteristics
Characteristic

Incident rate ratio

95% CI

P-value

0.96
1.15

0.76 to 1.22
0.90 to 1.47

0.762
0.255

1.04
1.03
1.01
0.96

0.87 to 1.26
0.73 to 1.46
0.58 to 1.76
0.82 to 1.13

0.649
0.856
0.975
0.611

1.08
1.13
1.11

1.02 to 1.13
0.94 to 1.35
0.70 to 1.76

0.003
0.181
0.644

Practice level
Deprivation: moderate versus affluent
Deprivation: deprived versus affluent
GP level
GP sex: female versus male
GP age: >40 years versus <40 years
GP ethnicity: other versus white
Years of practising as a GP: for each 10-year
increase in age
Patient level
Patient age: for each 10-year increase in age
Patient sex: female versus male
Ethnicity: other versus white

Based on mixed Poisson regression adjusting for clustering by GP.

an average of 2.0 minutes (95% CI = 1.6 to
2.5) for each additional problem above a
baseline of 9.0 minutes for the first problem.
Disease areas
The types of problems categorised
according to the 17 ICPC disease categories
are shown in Table 3. The most common
category was musculoskeletal problems,
accounting for 19% of all problems
discussed. Typical consultations included
multiple problems covering a wide range
of disease areas (ICPC categories), with
almost three-quarters (165/229; 72.1%) of

Figure 3. Consultation length in relation to number of
problems discussed, and fitted Lowess line.
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7

8

consultations including problems in more
than one disease area. The mean number
of different disease areas discussed in each
consultation was 2.2 (95% CI = 2.0 to 2.4).
Apart from a positive association between
number of disease areas and patient age
(incident rate ratio 1.07 [95% CI = 1.02 to
1.13] for each 10-year increase in age),
there were no independent associations
with other patient or GP characteristics.
Issues
A total of 942 issues were raised (mean
4.1 [95% CI = 3.8 to 4.4] issues in each
consultation). These were most commonly
physical symptoms (56.3%) or related to
medication (40.6%) (Table 4).
Are there differences between the types
of problems and issues raised by patients
or doctors?
Most consultations were initiated by the
patient (n = 192; 83.8%) with 18 (7.9%) being
initiated by the doctor (in the remaining 19
[8.3%] consultations it was not possible
to tell). Most (76.2% [430/564]) problems
discussed were raised by patients, with
22.3% (126/564) being raised by the GP and
1.4% (8/564) by a third party present in the
consultation. Patients and doctors raised
a mean of 1.9 (95% CI = 1.7 to 2.0; range
1–8) and 0.6 (95% CI = 0.5 to 0.6; range 1–4)
problems in each consultation respectively.
Although patients raised problems in
almost all consultations (96.5% [221/229]),
more than two-fifths (43.2% [99/229]) of
consultations included problems raised
by doctors. There were differences in
the types of problems raised by patients
and doctors (df = 16, c2 = 53.5, P<0.001).
For example, skin, musculoskeletal, and
digestive problems were mainly raised by
patients, but a relatively high proportion
of problems relating to cardiovascular or
endocrine/metabolic diseases were raised
by doctors (Table 3).
Issues in relation to problems were raised
almost equally by patients (473/942 [50.2%])
or by doctors (452/942 [48.0%]), with 17 (1.8%)
being raised by third parties. There were
marked differences in the types of issues
raised by patients and by doctors (df = 9, c2 =
327.76, P<0.001). In particular, patients were
more likely to present physical symptoms
or emotional/psychological or social issues,
whereas doctors were more likely to raise
issues relating to prevention, medication,
tests, and administrative topics (Table 4).
Recording in notes
Of 562 problems discussed in consultations
(excluding one patient with two problems

Table 3. Types of problems raised by patients or doctors
Problem		
ICPC		
heading

Problem type

Who raised the problem?a
Frequency

W
Pregnancy, childbearing, family planning
S
Skin
N
Neurological
L
Musculoskeletal
D
Digestive
U
Urological
R
Respiratory
H
Ear
X
Female genital
P
Psychological
F
Eye
T
Endocrine/metabolic and nutritional
Z
Social problems
K
Cardiovascular
Y
Male genital
A
General and unspecified
B
Blood, and immune mechanism
Total		

16
46
24
107
46
19
44
9
12
43
11
36
12
34
11
86
8
564

%

Patient

%

GP

%

2.8
8.2
4.3
19.0
8.2
3.4
7.8
1.6
2.1
7.6
2.0
6.4
2.1
6.0
2.0
15.2
1.4
100

15
42
21
95
39
16
37
7
9
32
8
24
7
21
6
48
3
430

93.8
93.3
91.3
88.8
88.6
84.2
84.1
77.8
75.0
74.4
72.7
66.7
63.6
61.8
60.0
57.1
37.5
77.3

1
3
2
12
5
3
7
2
3
11
3
12
4
13
4
36
5
126

6.3
6.7
8.7
11.2
11.4
15.8
15.9
22.2
25.0
25.6
27.3
33.3
36.4
38.2
40.0
42.9
62.5
22.7

Problems raised by third parties (n = 8) are omitted for ease of presentation. ICPC = International Classification

a

of Primary Care.

in which notes were missing), 455 (81.0%)
were recorded in the medical notes,
but only 206 (36.7%) were Read Coded.
Further analysis shows that some types
of problem were significantly more or
less likely to be recorded or Read Coded
(Table 5). For example, problems relating
to the respiratory or neurological systems,
the genitals, contraception, or childbirth
were more likely to be coded than
musculoskeletal, psychological, social, or
poorly defined problems (all of which were
common categories).

Table 4. Types of issues raised by patients or by doctors
Who raised the issue?c
Issue type		
Social		
Emotional/psychological
Third party issues
Physical		
Discuss test results/treatment
Medication related
Behavioural health prevention
Administrative
Medicalised health prevention
Order/refer for tests

Frequency %
a

113
86
32
530
203
382
173
56
84
135

b

12.0
9.1
3.4
56.3
21.5
40.6
18.4
5.9
8.9
14.3

Patient

%

GP

%

96
72
25
369
87
146
49
12
16
16

85.0
83.7
78.1
69.6
42.9
38.2
28.3
21.4
19.0
11.8

14
11
5
149
115
233
123
44
68
119

12.4
12.8
15.6
28.1
56.6
61.0
71.1
78.6
80.9
88.1

There are 942 issues but each issue can be coded as relating to more than issue type. bPercentage of all 942

a

issues being of this type. cIssues raised by third parties are omitted for ease of presentation, so percentages
in each row may add to less than 100%.

DISCUSSION
Summary
This study demonstrates that most general
practice consultations are not simple
transactions relating to single problems,
but are complex encounters dealing with
several problems across a very wide range
of disease areas. On average GPs spend
11.9 minutes dealing with 2.5 problems,
and multiple issues for each problem, in
each appointment. Patients and doctors
both contribute to the agenda for each
consultation, and they raise different types
of problems and issues. Most (but not all)
problems discussed are recorded in the
notes, but only a minority are Read Coded
and this is associated with the type of
disease area.
Strengths and limitations
A high level of patient recruitment was
achieved, including doctors and practices
with a range of characteristics to maximise
generalisability. However, only 48% of
practices invited agreed to participate. It
is recognised that doctors who agree to
take part in this type of research may be
atypical, and it is notable that doctors from
black and minority ethnic groups are underrepresented.
One of the reasons this study was
conducted was to understand the complexity
of typical consultations given the high
prevalence of multimorbidity. It was only
possible to assess the range of problems
explicitly discussed, and doctors also
need to consider patients’ other ongoing
problems in managing consultations (even
if these are not discussed) therefore this
study may underestimate the complexity of
consultations from the doctor’s perspective.
This topic is being explored using qualitative
research based on these video recordings
and subsequent interviews with the GPs, to
be published elsewhere.
Comparison with existing literature
This appears to be the first study to
quantify the number and range of problems
discussed in general practice consultations
using methods that are based on observation
of consultations, auditable, and have
demonstrable reliability. The findings of the
present study are broadly similar to those
of Flocke,15 who asked medical students
to directly observe (with no recordings) and
code 266 family practice consultations in
the US in 1999 and found that an average of
2.7 problems were discussed. However, the
mean duration of these consultations was
much longer at 19.3 minutes than those
observed in this study (11.9 minutes).
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Table 5. Which types of problems are recorded and coded?
ICPC		
heading Problem type
H
Ear
X
Female genital
U
Urological
K
Cardiovascular
W
Pregnancy, childbearing, family planning
S
Skin
L
Musculoskeletal
R
Respiratory
N
Neurological
F
Eye
Y
Male genital
P
Psychological
D
Digestive
T
Endocrine/metabolic and nutritional
Z
Social problems
A
General and unspecified
B
Blood, and immune mechanism
Total 		

Recorded in notesa

Read Codedb

Total

Yes

%

Yes

%

9
12
19
34
16
46
107
44
24
11
10
43
46
36
12
85
8
562

9
12
18
32
15
40
91
37
20
9
8
34
36
27
9
54
4
455

100.0
100.0
94.7
94.1
93.8
87.0
85.0
84.1
83.3
81.8
80.0
79.1
78.3
75.0
75.0
63.5
50.0
81.0

5
6
9
16
8
18
34
22
12
3
4
18
20
13
4
14
0
206

55.6
50.0
47.4
47.1
50.0
39.1
31.8
50.0
50.0
27.3
40.0
41.9
43.5
36.1
33.3
16.5
0
36.7

ICPC = International Classification of Primary Care. aWald c2 = 28.70, df = 16, P = 0.026. bWald c2 32.15, df = 16,
P = 0.0096.
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The present findings on the extent to which
diagnoses are coded in electronic medical
records appear to be at odds with a recent
systematic review, which suggested that the
validity of diagnoses in the General Practice
Research Database is high.23 However,
this systematic review demonstrated high
positive predictive values (that about 89%
of coded diagnoses were confirmed from
other sources), whereas the present study
has demonstrated low sensitivity (only 37%
of diagnoses were coded).
Implications for research and practice
These findings suggest that general
practice needs to change to reflect the
complex range of issues now discussed
in each consultation, for example through
providing longer appointments. The wide
range of problems discussed demonstrates
why clinicians working in primary care
need generalist knowledge and skills. The
present findings question the wisdom of
attempts to provide primary care through
less highly-trained staff working with the
support of computerised algorithms to

assess and manage common problems.24
This idea is predicated on the assumption
that patients consult with single welldefined problems, but the present study
suggests that this is not the case. The
difficulty encountered in designing a reliable
data collection proforma illustrates that
even defining the nature of the problems
presented can be problematic.
Although it is predictable that
consultations were longer when more
problems were discussed, the linear
relationship of an average 2 minutes for each
extra problem is surprising. This could be
interpreted as demonstrating the efficiency
of the generalist model, where several
problems can be dealt with at once, or it
could suggest that problems are not dealt
with thoroughly if too many are presented at
one time-limited consultation. This pressure
on consultation time is likely to increase as
the population ages, as older patients in this
study presented more problems.
The finding that there was substantial
under-recording of problems in electronic
medical records, and in particular systematic
differences in the types of problems which
are coded, has important implications for
epidemiological studies based on coded
data extracted from routine general practice
records. It may be important to include free
text as well as coded data to answer some
research questions. The sample size was
not large enough to provide more detailed
analysis of which specific conditions were
not well coded, but this should be a priority
for future research.
This study builds on a substantial body
of research about the agenda that patients
bring to primary care consultations.25–27 It
demonstrates that doctors also have an
agenda, as many consultations include
problems and issues raised by doctors rather
than patients. These particularly relate to
the managing of chronic conditions such
as cardiovascular and endocrine disease
and to health promotion. This highlights
the importance of the opportunities for
prevention provided by primary care,6 based
on patients bringing their new problems
to a ‘medical home’ which also looks after
their ongoing problems.28
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Appendix 1. Issue categories
Physical (P)

Any discussion of or reference to physical symptom, or where the problem is discussed as a physical symptom,
disability, or loss of function. (Recording of physical investigations for example, weight, blood pressure does not
get recorded here).

Emotional/ psychological (EP)

When the consultation directly addresses psychological or emotional dimensions or consequences of the
problem. It is anticipated this will mostly relate to voicing or exploring worries, but is not confined to this. This
box does not apply if emotional dimensions are only inferred, only if they are addressed.

Social (S)

Discussion of the consequences of the problem on the patient’s normal social roles or activities of daily living.

Administrative (A)

Dealing with requests for letters and sick notes; making referrals for further consultations; making repeat
appointments. Information being sent outwards from the GP for decision making elsewhere.

Medication related (M)

Activities relating to any existing medication; any prescription or administration of new medication. Includes the
direct administration of medication. Includes reviews and re-prescriptions of medication.

Order/refer for tests (OT)

Issues that raise or resolve the need for tests or investigations to be done beyond the current consultation.

Discuss test results/ treatment (DT)

Issues that follow up test results, investigations, or treatments (other than medication) that were performed
prior to the consultation. Includes information coming inwards from elsewhere, to be acted on by the GP.

Behavioural health prevention/ maintenance (BM)

Information given or sought relating to patient actioned prevention, self-management or risk management
or behaviours. Includes discussions of giving up smoking, losing weight, alcohol consumption, improving diet,
cardiovascular risk assessment, screening of any type. NB: if any of these discussions identify a problem, which
then leads to a substantial discussion about how to manage this problem (for example, heavy drinking and
obesity), then start a new Problem rather than including this as an issue type.

Medicalised health prevention/maintenance (MM)

Information given or sought relating to GP actioned prevention or risk management issues. Particularly
discussions or investigations which are not relating to a current symptomatic health problem, but are intended
to prevent problems in future. Includes taking blood pressure, weighing, discussion of vaccinations, cervical
smears and flu jabs. NB: if any of these discussions identify a problem, which then leads to a substantial
discussion about how to manage this problem (for example, heavy drinking and obesity), then start a new
Problem rather than including this as an issue type.

Third party issues (3P)

Discussion of problems relating to someone other than the patient. This does not include accounts of others’
comments or views on any of the patient’s problems that are discussed.
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